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Ultra Premium Handrolled Cigars



Debonaire Premium Rum Family
A world-class rum over twenty years in the making, Debonaire 
is a superb culmination of expertise, the finest ingredients, and 
passionate craftsmanship. Deeply matured Añejo rums yielded 
from diligently balanced crystal clear water and pure cane sug-
ar are aged to perfection.

The result of experience and artistry is a unique family of 
intricately flavored fine aged rums that are certain to  be 
appreciated by all who are fortunate enough to experience it. 
While Debonaire 5-year (Private Reserve) white rum makes 
an excellent premium quality mixer, our Debonaire full-bodied 
8-year (Special Reserve), 15-year (Very Special Reserve) and 
21-year (Premium Reserve) aged rums are best savored neat or 
on the rocks by connoisseurs of fine spirits.

Our Honey and Coffee flavored rums are aged rums with au-
thentically delicious flavors crafted through a unique macer-
ation process. The flavors are not forcefully infused into the 
spirits, instead the hand selected roasted coffee beans and 
natural honey are allowed to permeate the rum through a slow 
absorption and aging process resulting in an exquisite rum 
perfectly blended with the characteristic aroma and color of 
rich coffee or sweet honey.

Debonaire Ultra Premium Cigars
To further heighten the exclusive Debonaire experience, We 
have collaborated with some of the most celebrated cigar 
manufacturers in the Dominican Republic: Don Emilio El 
Reyes, Philip S. Zanghi III, and Daniel Sinclair.

Combining their experience and devotion, they have devel-
oped the family of Debonaire Ultra Premium Hand Rolled 
Cigars, masterfully crafted from the finest, darkest, air cured 
tobacco from the most superior tobacco crops of Central 
America and the Dominican Republic. The result is a luxuri-
ous, velvety taste experience composed with art, passion, 
and science.

Enjoyed together, the resulting synthesis is nothing short 
of extraordinary tobacco and rum alchemy, enveloping the 
senses and exalting those whom experience it to the true 
Debonaire lifestyle.
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Debonaire 5 Year
This rum is unique as a full 

5-year-old white, cleared rum. 
Those extra years deliver a 

clean, smooth and delicious 
mixer for all forms of drinks and 
cocktails. Rum’n Cola, Mojitos, 

Daiquiris and....
The list is long!

Gold Medal Winner 
2012 Madrid Rum Competition

38% ALC./VOL 70 CL℮ 38% ALC./VOL 70 CL℮ 38% ALC./VOL 70 CL℮ 38% ALC./VOL 70 CL℮

Debonaire Honey Rum 
This sweet and aromatic rum
consists of 15-year-old rum

blended with specially selected
natural honey, which provides

a fantastic aroma and mild, 
smoothtexture. Debonaire 
Honey Rum can be enjoyed 

straight up, over ice, as part of a 
delicious dessert, or simply
as a sweet, relaxing drink in 

good company. 

20% ALC./VOL 70 CL℮

Debonaire Coffee Rum
Premium coffee beans from
Boquete, Panam have been

infused into 15 years of rum,
and the result is amazing!
No artificial flavorings, just
an exquisite combination of

a premium mild rum with the
added personality of real, 

delicious coffee. Perfect after a 
good meal, on the rocks, or use 

it as a mixer to experience White 
Russians and Dark Russians like 

you’ve never 
tasted them before.

26% ALC./VOL 70 CL℮

Debonaire 8 Year
A true classic, it is the

type of rum that made Cuba
famous… a rum that can be 

enjoyed clean over ice, or drink 
it with your favorite mixer for 

the perfect cocktail.
A classic mature rum for mature

rum lovers.

Silver Medal Winner
2012 Madrid Rum Competition

Debonaire 15 Year
A premium rum full of depth,

personality, and character, com-
posed of only the finest select 

blends. After the mixing process, 
the rum is aged a further six 
months so it is in fact a 15 ½ 

year rum. An ideal rum to enjoy
with a fine cigar. 

Silver Medal Winner
2012 Madrid Rum Competition

Debonaire 21 Year
The oldest member of the rum 
family, Don Pancho’s signature
salute, is a true Super Premium

rum for refined tastes,
to be enjoyed simply and purely.
Pour a small amount of rum in

an appropriate glass, wait a few
minutes, and you will find that

the rum reveals it´s amazing
depth and richness. More than
just a drink…an unforgettable

experience for all rum 
connoisseurs.
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Debonaire Ultra Premium hand rolled cigars represent the pinnacle of more than 20 years of 
research and development in order to produce the finest cigar on the market today.

“The Debonaire Ultra Premium cigar was developed from deep patience, passion and respect 
for tradition…and only for the sole purpose of creating and experiencing the perfect cigar,” 
said Philip S. Zanghi III, founder of Indian Tabac Cigar Company and Daniel Sinclair, founder 
of Durfort Holdings and world-renowned cigar connoisseur.

With such a lofty goal as “the perfect cigar,” compromise was not an option. The Debonaire 
gentlemen also enlisted the expertise and resources of Mr. Emilio El Reyes, whose family has 
been one of the leading tobacco plantation owners in the Domican Republic for generations. 

Together they have patiently secured only the finest tobacco crops in the Dominican Republic, 
supplemented with premium local crop tobacco and from selected crops from South America.

“The Debonaire Ultra Premium cigar was developed from 
deep patience, passion and respect for tradition…

and only for the sole purpose of creating
and experiencing the perfect cigar.”

Philip S. Zanghi III

Ultra Premium Handrolled Cigars

Ultra Premium Handrolled Cigars

Robusto  (5.25” x 50)

Belicosos  (6” x 54)

Sagita - Petite Lancero  (5.5” x 38)

First Degree  (4” x 44)

Solomone  (7.75” x 58)

Toro  (6” x 54)



Distribution: 
The Debonaire House Europe
Pleasure Smoking Company 

Phone: +45 4375 1234  

www.debonairehouse.com
Debonaire@pleasuresmoking.com F I N E  A G E D  R U m
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The methods we use…from the hand-selection of seeds and
sprouts, manual fermentation, subsequent selection of 

leaves, painstaking tobacco handling and, of course, the final 
roll…clearly demonstrate our commitment and dedication 
to the art and craft from seed to finished cigar,” says Daniel 
Sinclair.

Philip Zanghi, III adds “We have a dedicated team of expe-
rienced experts and tobacco specialists, that do not leave 
anything to chance. All parts of the production process are 
carefully and precisely controlled. We are involved in every 
step of production, to ensure that we do not compromise on 
a single one of the many details that create the extraordinary 
cigar experience.” 

Debonaire cigars are crafted from only the finest and darkest 
air-fermented tobacco from the best tobacco plants in South 
America and the Dominican Republic. 

They are blended to perfection with passionate attention
to detail, so that the rich history and experience of the 

finest in tobacco and cigar production, which is the very 
soul of Debonaire cigar, can be enjoyed again and again in 
the present.

Each and every luxurious Debonaire Ultra Premium Cigar
exudes the essence of history and modern tobacco alche-

my, combined to perfection.

Ultra Premium Handrolled Cigars


